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Zhou Zhou stood up and walked out of Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise, then looked at the building 

in front of him. 

200 billion units of basic materials, 5,000 Diamond-Tier Mist Cores, 5,000 Origin Crystals, one million 

units of basic Elemental Gems, 900,000 units of high-level Elemental Gems, and 10 Diamond-level 

Territory Tokens disappeared. 

BOOM! 

A golden light immediately covered the entire Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise. 

A moment later, the golden light dissipated. 

The clearly expanded Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

[Congratulations, your Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise has been upgraded to Diamond-Tier Advance 

Grade!] 

[Your Diamond-Tier Intermediate Grade Essence Spirit Array has been upgraded to Diamond-Tier 

Advance Grade.] 

[Your territory has been upgraded to Diamond-Tier Advance Grade!] 

[Territory Stone Tablet Endurance increased to: one billion/one billion!] 

[Your territory has expanded to 30,000km×30,000km×30,000m!] 

[All fog monsters within the territory of the new territory have been expelled!] 

[Scarlet Fog will not appear in any of your territories!] 

[You have received an upgrade reward: Basic Building Blueprint Treasure Chest (Diamond-Tier 

Elementary Grade)!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: The upper limit of the enemy Lord's power that you can use Incite Defection 

on has been increased to Mid-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Monster Ranches can be upgraded!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Mysterious Caravan faction has increased!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The strength of the clergy in your Goddess of Life's shelter has increased!] 

After reading this information, Zhou Zhou looked at its upgrade requirements. 

[Construction Upgrade: 10 billion units of wood, 10 billion units of fine sand, 10 billion units of metal, 10 

billion units of stone, 1000 Diamond-Tier Mist Core, 10,000 Origin Crystals, 500,000 units of Basic 

Elemental Gems, 100,000 units of Thunder Elemental Gems, 100,000 units of Life Elemental Gems, 
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100,000 units of Death Elemental Gems, One Diamond-Tier City, 10 Diamond-Tier Lifestyle 

Professionals, 100 Diamond-Tier Military Professionals, Three Diamond-Tier Territory Tokens!] 

"I can continue to level up!" 

Zhou Zhou was overjoyed when he saw this upgrade requirement. 

He had just obtained more than three million high-level Elemental Gem resources from the Ice Demon 

Kingdom. 

Coupled with the previous accumulation and the gem resources recently mined from the Titan State, the 

total gem resources were just enough to upgrade this territory by another level. 

As for the other 10 Diamond-Tier cities and 30 Diamond-Tier territories, as Zhou Zhou took down five 

kingdoms, including the Ice Demon Kingdom, he had naturally gathered them all. 

There was no hesitation so Zhou Zhou chose to level up. 

Dazzling golden light covered the entire Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise. 

After more than half an hour, the golden light dissipated, and an even larger Lord's Paradise appeared in 

front of Zhou Zhou. 

[Congratulations, your Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise has been upgraded to a Diamond-Tier 

Elementary Grade building and advanced to an Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise!] 

[Your Diamond-Tier Advance Grade Essence Spirit Array has been successfully upgraded to an 

Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Five Elements Amplification Array.] 

[Your territory has been successfully upgraded to an Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade territory!] 

[Territory Stone Tablet Endurance increased to: three billion/three billion!] 

[Your territory has expanded to 100,000 km × 100,000 km × 100,000 km!] 

[All fog monsters within the territory of the new territory have been expelled!] 

[Scarlet Fog will not appear in any of your territories!] 

[You have received an upgrade reward: Basic Construction Blueprint Treasure Chest (Extraordinary-Tier 

Elementary Grade)!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: The upper limit of the enemy Lord's power that you can use Incite Defection 

on has been increased to Mid-Tier Deity-level Intermediate Grade!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Monster Ranches can be upgraded!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Mysterious Caravan faction has increased!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The strength of the clergy in your Goddess of Life's shelter has increased!] 

An even louder and more dignified voice sounded. 



[Cerulean Planet World Channel Lord Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing Sun, 

becoming the first Lord to upgrade his territory to Diamond-Tier. Reward: Supreme Treasure Chest +1, 

Reputation Rating +1, unique title of the race: Glory of the Pioneer IV has advanced to Glory of the 

Pioneer V!] 

[Cerulean Planet's entire channel's Lord Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing 

Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet's entire channel's Lord Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The Blazing 

Sun…] 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

Not bad, he firmly obtained this advanced title again. 

Moreover, his territory had also advanced from Intermediate Grade Lord's Paradise to an Advance 

Grade Lord's Paradise. 

Even the previous Essence Spirit Array had become a new Five Elements Augmentation Array. 

He was not in a hurry to see the effects of the Five Elements Awakening Array. Instead, he opened the 

World Channel first. 

As expected, the Lords on the World Channel were all talking about his territory becoming an 

Extraordinary-Tier territory. 

[His Majesty is awesome!] 

[Congratulations, Your Majesty's territory has been upgraded to an Extraordinary-Tier territory! 

Speaking of which, Your Majesty's territory should be the first to be upgraded to an Extraordinary-Tier 

territory among all the Lords, right?] 

[I think it's about the same. It's not like we don't know how difficult it is to upgrade a territory. Even if 

those top-notch Race Lords have the support of a great race civilization, it's impossible for their territory 

to upgrade so quickly. 

Don't forget that the Supreme Agreement doesn't allow high-level factions other than the Lords of the 

myriad races to interfere in the development of the Lords of the myriad races. Even the Lords of the 

myriad races with top bloodlines would find it very difficult to ask the factions behind them to help.] 

"That's right. Moreover, with His Majesty's current development momentum, I think he's not much 

inferior to those top-notch Lords of the Races. At least for now, those top-notch Lords of the Original 

Spirit Race and the Chaos Gods Race are behind His Majesty." 

[Hehe, you're exaggerating. How much Mist Core did your Lord of The Blazing Sun sugar daddy give you? 

How can you even say such things? Do you think the Lords of those top races and civilizations are 

useless? Go back and look at the rankings. Your Lord of The Blazing Sun sugar daddy hasn't even entered 

the top ten.] 

[This event lasts for 30 days. It's only the second day now. What's the hurry?] 



[I'm afraid some people have forgotten that His Majesty didn't reach the top at the beginning of the last 

event. However, His Majesty slowly defeated the opponents ahead of him and finally swept through 

everything to become the number one and obtain the title of Strongest Lord of All Races.] 

[Two events of the Supreme Will have already passed. Is it so difficult to admit that His Majesty is 

strong?] 

[Some Lords are dead and cremated, but they are still so stubborn.] 

[I'm trembling as I look at my territory that has just been promoted to Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary 

Grade.] 

… 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

It was so comfortable to watch others flatter him. 

In addition, the current world channel was very different from before. No one was spreading the threat 

theory of the Lord of The Blazing Sun anymore. 

Because the current him had already grown to a level that even if they gathered together, they would 

not be able to fight him. 

This was not arrogance. 

It was the truth and now all the Lords of the Cerulean Planet knew. 

The Lord of The Blazing Sun's opponent was no longer a Lord of the same race as them. 

Instead, he was the top Lord among all the Lords of the myriad races in the myriad worlds! 

Under such circumstances, naturally, no Lord of Cerulean Planet would foolishly jump out and talk about 

the threat of the Lord of The Blazing Sun so that he had to deal with the King of the Blazing Sun. 
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As for those comments that felt that he could not compare to the top Lords of the myriad races, Zhou 

Zhou naturally saw them. 

However, he did not care too much. 

In terms of foundation, he was indeed far inferior to top-notch Lords like the Original Spirit Race. 

However, in terms of current strength, the results would be out when the event was over. 

Otherwise, it would be useless to say anything. 

There was no point in arguing about this now. 

Zhou Zhou turned off the World Channel and looked at his Kingdom Channel. He realized that the Lords 

and Subjects of the Kingdom Channel were also celebrating this matter. 
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Zhou Zhou gave a simple reply to Ling'er, the Green Phoenix Lord, and the others before looking at the 

latest Title Stats. 

[Title Name: Trail Blazers' Glory VI] 

[Title Quality: Unique Title of The Race] 

[Title Effect One: You are famous among the Cerulean Planet Lords. More people admire your 

reputation and yearn to join your territory. The number of subjects you can summon through the Gate 

of Summoning every day +100%. Professional talents of the same level as the territory among the 

subjects summoned +2!] 

[Title Effect Two: Same as before.] 

[Title Effect 3: When you become the first Lord of Cerulean Planet with an Epic-Tier Elementary Grade 

Territory, this title will be upgraded to Pioneer's Glory VII, and more title effects will be unlocked!] 

[Title Introduction: Same as before!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

From tomorrow onwards, 

the number of basic Subjects summoned by his Gate of Summoning would double again every day! 

And the number of professional talents at the same level as the territory would also increase to seven! 

In other words, there were seven Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade talents! 

This was equivalent to being given seven talents with Reputation Rating for nothing. 

Moreover, they would be rather good Legendary talents. 

Not bad, not bad. 

Even though he no longer lacked talents of this level. 

However, one could never get enough of these talents. 

Then, he looked at the Supreme Treasure Chest. 

He opened the Treasure Chest and found a statue inside. 

Zhou Zhou picked it up curiously and looked at it. 

It was a golden statue of a church. At the entrance of the church, there was also a statue of a Holy Elven 

with pure white wings. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: Holy Elven Prayer Church] 

[Treasure Grade: Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade] 



[Treasure Effect: After placing it in the territory, the Lord will have a Kingdom-level soldier type 

recruitment building that can recruit Holy clergyman.] 

[Treasure Description: A special building of the Holy Elven Clan. It can recruit Holy clergymen who have 

mastered Holy Stats such as Healing, Dispelling, and Blessing.] 

[Do you want to place it?] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

This building was interesting. 

He took the building statue and thought for a moment before walking into the distance. 

A moment later, at The Shelter of the Goddess of Life. 

Zhou Zhou called Carol Moeli out and asked her if it was convenient to put a Holy Elven Prayer Church 

next to the shelter. 

Carol Moeli's words became strange from then on. 

She hesitated for a moment before saying, "Your Majesty, I suggest that you put this building further 

away." 

"The Holy Elven race believes in the Holy Elven God, Catherine. Even though 'She' and our Goddess of 

Life are both existences at the Master God-Tier level, there is also a gap between the Master Gods. As 

an existence that is not ranked among the ten Master Gods, Catherine's strength is far inferior to the 

Goddess of Life." 

"If the Holy Elven Prayer Church is placed beside the shelter, I'm afraid those Holy Elven will feel 

uncomfortable all day." 

Zhou Zhou came to a realization. 

He did not think too much about it. 

After Carol Moeli's reminder, he remembered the various high-level bloodline inheritances in his mind. 

While the Holy Elven God, Catherine, was also of Master God-Tier, she was a vassal God created by one 

of the ten Master Gods, the Radiant Angel Race. In terms of status, naturally, she was far inferior to the 

Goddess of Life, and could not be situated next to The Shelter of the Goddess of Life. 

She was not worthy. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and came to an empty space a kilometer away with Carol Moeli 

before placing the building statue. 

The Holy Elven Prayer Church immediately began to enlarge. Soon, it became a church that was more 

than 50 meters tall and emitted a faint holy golden light. 

The tall Holy Elven with white six wings looked beautiful and holy under the light. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the building 



and its information appeared. 

[Building Name: Holy Elven Prayer Church] 

[Territory Level: Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Construction Effect: A Kingdom-level recruitment-type building. You can summon 10 Holy clergymen of 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade every day to become Subjects in the territory and use them for 

yourself.] 

[Building Upgrade: Cannot be upgraded!] 

[Building Description: A Kingdom-level recruitment-type building that can recruit Holy clergymen. The 

Holy clergymen recruited have strong beliefs and extremely strong combat strength. They have 

extremely high combat qualities. They are good at both frontal combat and command at the back of the 

army. They can even be pure support-type soldiers. They are real battlefield polymaths, a renaissance 

man/women.] 

Zhou Zhou widened his eyes slightly. 

F*ck! 

He could summon 10 Holy clergymen with Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade every day? 

Even if it could not be upgraded, it was still a very good building effect. 

There was naturally no need for them to take action on the main battlefield. 

However, they could completely act as commanders at the back of the battlefield. 

Now, Zhou Zhou did not lack soldiers on the main battlefield. Even though he lacked Lifestyle 

Professionals, he was not in a hurry. There were so many resources that they were about to appear. 

What he lacked were healing Characters and Command Characters. 

This was entirely caused by his short development time. 

Now, these Holy clergyman Professionals could be said to perfectly reconcile his needs! 

Then, without hesitation, he summoned the 10 Holy clergymen today. 

As he gave the order in his heart, the Holy Elven statue in front of them emitted a faint white light. Then, 

they heard the rumbling sound of the door being pushed open. Right on the heels of that, 10 holy and 

beautiful clergymen in holy white robes, holding Holy Staffs, and three pairs of wings on their backs 

walked out in an orderly manner. 

They quickly arrived in front of Zhou Zhou and bowed respectfully. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty." x10 

Zhou Zhou smiled and nodded. Then, he looked at the leader's attributes. 



The other party was about 17 or 18 years old and had six wings on her back. Even though her face was 

young, she had a Holy look on her face. Unlike other clergymen, who only equipped clergyman staff, she 

carried two golden swords on her back. 

[Subject: Reina] 

[Territory: Blazing Sun Kingdom] 

[Combat Class Name: Holy Clergyman] 

[Class: Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Ability Overview: A Holy clergyman from the Holy Elven Divine World. He has outstanding talent as a 

clergyman. When he was young, he was discovered by a passing Archbishop and was nurtured as a core 

clergyman from a young age. When he grew up, he directly entered the core of the church and became 

the number one Holy clergyman in the church. 

In addition to the path of a Holy clergyman, Reina was also good at close combat with two swords. She 

was praised by the people in the church as the number one extraordinary power Elven Sword Saint.] 

[Skill: Talent - Six Winged Elven, Talent - Holy Light, Talent - Superb Strength, Talent - Dual Sword 

Wielding, Talent - War Command Master, Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Holy Healing Technique, 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Holy Domain, Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Purification, 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Life Link, Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Unparalleled Holy Sword, 

Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Divine Blessing, Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Deterrence…] 

[Loyalty: 90] 

[Potential: Mid-Tier Deity-level Advance Grade] 
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Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

She was actually a God Spirit Seedling with her potential. 

He looked at the other nine Holy Elven clergymen and realized that their potential was at least Diamond-

Tier Elementary Grade and at most Legendary-Tier Advance Grade. Even though they were already very 

good, there was still a huge gap between them and Reina. 

"You'll be in charge of them from now on." 

"In the future, you will join my army and be in charge of healing and assisting our soldiers." 

"If you perform well or have unique talent in command, I won't mistreat you." 

Zhou Zhou said to Reina. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Reina nodded excitedly. 
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Even though she was valued in the Holy Elven Divine World because of her good talent and was even the 

captain of the nine angels behind her, she was still quite excited to be recognized by a new superior in a 

new world. She felt that this was a good start. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he asked a soldier to bring them to the army base. 

Zhou Zhou watched as Reina and the others left. He touched his chin and a smile appeared on his face. 

This Holy Elven Prayer Church might be similar to the Golem Lair, both were recruitment buildings that 

summoned ready-made soldiers, however, the difference between the two was like the difference 

between heaven and earth. 

It was better not to send those golems to the battlefield in the future. 

Send him to the Titan State to mine. 

In any case, mining was also their forte. 

It could be said that the stone was used to its fullest! 

Then, he returned to the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise and looked at its upgrade requirements. 

[Construction Upgrade: 500 billion units of wood, 500 billion units of fine sand, 500 billion units of 

metal, 500 billion units of stone, 1000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Core, 500,000 Origin Crystals, 10 million 

units of basic Elemental Gems, three million units of Thunder Elemental Gems, three million units of Life 

Elemental Gems, three million units of Death Elemental Gems, three Extraordinary-Tier cities, 100 

Extraordinary-Tier Lifestyle Professionals, 10,000 Extraordinary-Tier Military Professionals, three 

Extraordinary-Tier Military Professional Territorialities! 

Zhou Zhou could not help but frown when he saw this upgrade requirement. 

He was satisfied with everything else. 

However, wasn't three million units of Life Elemental Gems and three million units of Death Elemental 

Gems too ridiculous? 

He had just upgraded his territory. 

The Life and Death Elemental Gem resources in the King's Treasure Box added up to less than 100,000 

units. 

With just these few high-level gem resources, he had to upgrade his territory… 

Even if he spent two to three years to mine all the high-level gem resources in Titan State, he would 

probably only upgrade his territory once. 

The demand for gem resources later on was probably even more exaggerated. 

"We still have to fight…" 

Zhou Zhou sighed. 



Fortunately, the King of Ten Thousand Kings event in front of him was the best stage for war. 

During this event, he should be able to gather the upgrade resources he needed. 

He did not think too much about it. He first entered Advance Grade Lord's Paradise and roughly walked 

around the place. Then, he came to a study room in satisfaction. 

"Your Majesty, would you like something to eat?" 

Atley came over and asked softly. 

"Send some over." 

"Also…" 

"Send Chi Xuantian, Guo Qiao, Mu Gu, Carol Moeli, and Zheng Fugui over." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"Yes, Your Majesty. Atley will do it now." 

Atley said and immediately left. 

When Zhou Zhou saw this, he took out an item from his spatial report before they arrived. 

This item looked like a miniature sand table. Its entire body was silver-black, and its surroundings were 

filled with faint golden engravings. 

This was the Zenith Heaven Cave Observation Array Plate that he had obtained from the Ice Demon 

Kingdom's treasure vault. 

Zhou Zhou was naturally very interested in this array formation that could prevent an airborne attack. 

He arrived beside the golden tablet of the Blazing Sun Kingdom and placed the Zenith Heaven Cave 

Observation Array in his hand close to the golden tablet. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Do you wish to augment the Blazing Sun Kingdom's entire territory with the Zenith Heaven Cave 

Observation Array?] 

"Yes!" 

Zhou Zhou chose without hesitation. 

[Successful enhancement!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He was also afraid of those ruthless people who relied on their personal space that could store life forms 

to silently cross the Supreme Defence city wall and directly attack the inner part of the Blazing Sun 

Kingdom. 

Now that he had this Zenith Heaven Cave Observation Array, he was not afraid. 



No matter how good one's ability to hide was, they could directly find it from the level of fate. 

"This Zenith Heaven Cave Observation Array should be specially used to resolve such situations." 

"Even the Ice Ghost King Kingdom can use it, and it doesn't look like it's a secret." 

"In that case, kingdoms, empires, and divine kingdoms that are stronger than the Ice Demon Kingdom 

must have similar methods to prevent 'air raids'." 

"In that case, there's a high chance that the idea of landing in the capital and directly fighting the final 

battle in the capital won't work." 

"Unless I have a better way of bringing people." 

"If we don't have such a method, we'll have to rely on our own strength to capture an enemy kingdom." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

"Your Majesty." 

"He's here." 

"Also…" 

"The little girl His Majesty saved during the day wants to see you." 

At this moment, Atley knocked on the door and entered the study, then said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

The little girl he saved during the day… Ying Ning? 

"Let them in." 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and said. 

"Yes." 

Atley nodded and brought everyone over. 

"Big Brother King!" 

Ying Ning's eyes immediately lit up when she saw Zhou Zhou. 

She took a step forward, then hesitated for a moment before retreating in embarrassment. 

Zhou Zhou walked down the steps and squatted down in front of Yingning. Then, he stroked her hair and 

smiled. "Ying Ning, how are your parents?" 

"Father and Mother were sent back by the soldiers." 

"Thank you, Big Brother King!" 

"If it weren't for Brother King, Ying Ning might not have been able to see Father and Mother in this 

lifetime." 



Even though Ying Ning was still young, she had long understood what it meant to be separated by life 

and death in this chaotic world. 

Hence, she was really grateful to Zhou Zhou, this good-looking Big Brother King, for not losing her 

parents. 

"I'm also very happy to see you reunite." 

"If you really want to thank me, study hard in the future and be an outstanding and happy person." 

Zhou Zhou smiled. 

"Yup!" 

Ying Ning nodded vigorously. 

After that, Zhou Zhou and Ying Ning chatted briefly. In the end, they agreed to go to Ying Ning's house 

for a meal. Ying Ning left. 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at Chi Xuantian and the others. 

"Chi Xuantian, Guo Qiao." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

"The two of you have contributed to resisting the God Spirits today." 

"I'll reward you with these two divine artifacts." 

Zhou Zhou took out two Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine artifacts. With a wave of his right 

hand, the two divine artifacts flew into Chi Xuantian and Guo Qiao's hands. 

Among them, because Chi Xuantian had the accompanying divine sword, Zhou Zhou rewarded him with 

a light armor-type Defense divine artifact. 

Guo Qiao's Low-Tier Deity-Level divine artifact was a Low-Tier Deity-Level Elementary Grade axe. 

When the two of them heard Zhou Zhou's reward, even with Chi Xuantian's composure, they were 

excited. 

Even though divine artifacts could only be used after one became a God Spirits, the two of them were 

very confident and felt that it was not difficult for them to become Gods Spirits. 

When the time comes… 

Wouldn't these two divine artifacts be able to be used directly? 

Possessing a divine artifact once one became a God alone surpassed the Gods without divine artifacts. 
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Zhou Zhou encouraged Chi Xuantian and Guo Qiao before letting them go back. 
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Then, he looked at Mu Gu and the others. 

Mu Gu and Zheng Fugui did not show any change in their expressions when Zhou Zhou bestowed the 

divine artifact to them. 

Carol Moeli, on the other hand, looked eager. 

Zhou Zhou smiled gently when he saw this. He casually took out three divine artifacts and handed them 

to the three of them. 

"This King naturally won't forget your contributions to the Blazing Sun Kingdom." 

"Take it." 

"When you make more contributions in the future, I will bestow you with better divine artifacts." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

It wasn't that he was stingy. It was just that no one in his territory had broken through to the God Spirit 

level yet. It was useless to give them divine artifacts of higher quality. In addition, he had the most 

divine artifacts at Low-Tier Deity Level, so he gave them these divine artifacts. 

Another benefit of this was that if his subordinates made greater contributions in the future, he would 

have better rewards to reward them. 

"The territory has just been upgraded." 

"Tell me about your improvements." 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

The three of them looked at each other. Then, Mu Gu, who was the first to follow Zhou Zhou, stood up. 

"Your Majesty, my strength has increased to Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade. I have become an 

Extraordinary-Tier Monster Ranch Master and Monster Patriarch." 

"I now have 100 Monster Shepherds under me." 

"In addition, the number of Monster Ranches under my command has increased from the previous 50 to 

the current 100!" 

"The maximum capacity of each Monster Ranch has also increased from 3,500 to 5,000. The upper limit 

of the monsters that can be nurtured has also increased to the White Platinum-Tier Elementary Grade." 

Mu Gu said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou was shocked when he heard that. 

Has it improved so much? 

Didn't that mean that just the monster ranches in his territory could provide a total of 10 million 

monster ranches every day?! 

My God. 



One had to know that Monster Ranches was not only his stable supply and soldier production point, but 

also the training ground for his soldiers! 

Now that the Monster Ranch had improved so much, the speed at which he improved his strength in the 

future would definitely increase greatly! 

As for why it has improved so much? 

Zhou Zhou thought about it and understood. 

After all, he first upgraded the Monster Ranches from Yellow Gold-Tier to White Platinum-Tier. Then, 

with the two upgrades of the territory, the Monster Ranches also upgraded by two levels. 

After all, he first upgraded the Monster Ranch from Yellow Gold-Tier to White Platinum-Tier. Then, with 

the two upgrades of the territory, the Monster Ranch also upgraded by two levels. 

"Not bad, not bad." 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. Then, he thought for a moment and said, "Of the 50 new Monster 

Ranches, 30 will be used to nurture the Violent Storm Demon Spirit, 10 will be used to nurture the King 

Of Yellow Gold, and the other 10 will be used to nurture the mechanical Fear Falcon." 

As a Kingdom-level combat Class, the Violent Storm Spirit naturally had to be nurtured. 

As a special-grade soldier type, as well as an important tank-type close combat omnipotent soldier type, 

the King Of Yellow Gold had a very high tactical status in war. It could allow the Violent Storm Spirit to 

attack safely. 

As for the Mechanical Fear Falcon, it purely wanted his soldiers to have aerial combat ability. 

As his opponent became stronger and stronger, 

air combat capability was becoming more and more important. 

It couldn't be said that his soldiers had to be proficient in this ability, but when they needed it, they had 

to have it. Otherwise, when facing some powerful flying enemy soldier types, it would become a huge 

flaw. 

Facing some soldier types that could only fight on land, having the ability to fly could also give his 

soldiers a huge advantage. 

Therefore, he attached great importance to this matter. 

In terms of Monster Ranch, they placed a lot of emphasis on breeding mechanical Fear Falcons. 

"Yes, Your Majesty!" 

Mu Gu respectfully accepted the order and retreated. 

Then, Carol Moeli stood up. 

"Your Majesty, after our territory was upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade, our The Shelter 

of the Goddess of Life was also upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade." 



"Now, there are one million clergymen, one million priests, one million nuns, and ten million Paladins of 

Life in our shelter." 

"And my strength has also risen to the level of a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade!" 

Carol Moeli said proudly. 

Zhou Zhou could not help but be shocked again. 

My God. 

Which meant… 

The Shelter of the Goddess of Life alone had 13 million soldiers. 

Good God! 

It was more than half of the total troops of the Ice Demon Kingdom. 

Of course, the 13 million clergymen did not belong to Zhou Zhou, but he could spend Faith Divine 

Crystals or Mist Cores to hire them. 

Even so, Zhou Zhou was also very happy. 

Firstly, he was not lacking in Mist Cores and Faith Divine Crystals. 

With such a large number of clergymen, the pressure on his army to heal and revive had also decreased 

significantly. 

In addition, Carol Moeli's strength had increased to the Legendary-Tier Advance Grade, and the upper 

limit of the strength of the resurrected life form had also increased to the Legendary-Tier Advance 

Grade. Now, in his territory, other than the two God Spirits, Haros and Ze Wu, everyone else could be 

resurrected after death. 

It was much safer for him! 

Then, he looked at Zheng Fugui. 

When Zheng Fugui saw that His Majesty's gaze had landed on him, he also stood up with a smile. 

"Your Majesty, the number of Mysterious Merchant has increased from 3,000 to 50,000!" 

"The number of carriages transporting goods has also increased to 10,000!" 

"In addition, the strength of all the Mysterious Merchant has also increased to Extraordinary-Tier 

Elementary Grade." 

"The internal space of each Mysterious Merchant's mysterious ring has also increased from the original 

500,000 cubic meters to one million cubic meters!" 

"In addition to these normal improvements, after His Majesty raised our talent level from Yellow Gold-

Tier to White Platinum-Tier, we also had an improvement in our hidden ability." 

"What kind of upgrade?" 



Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

"When our Mysterious Merchant goes out to trade, there is a certain probability of obtaining some rare 

goods." 

Zheng Fugui said. 

"How rare?" 

Zhou Zhou was even more curious. 

"Well… that's not easy to say." 

"Some might only be relatively precious treasures in the eyes of normal life forms." 

"And some goods, even if shown to lesser gods, Mid-Tier Deity-level, High-Tier Deity-levels, or even True 

God-Tier existences, are goods that can tempt them." 

Zheng Fugui said with a smile. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He didn't feel much. 

He wasn't someone who didn't have experience and liked to eat flatbread. 

This kind of thing was still hearsay. Seeing was believing. 

Then, he chatted with Mu Gu and the others for a while before letting them go back. 

Then, he came to the Gate of Summoning and spent 2.8 billion units of basic materials, 1,000 Diamond-

Tier Mist Cores, and 100 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores to upgrade the Gate of Summoning to 

Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade. 

[Congratulations, your Gate of Summoning has been successfully upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier 

Elementary Grade!] 

[You can summon 500 Subjects every day!] 

[You will summon 300 Professionals every day!] 

[Prompt: Under the influence of the unique title of the race, Glory of the Pioneer V, you can summon 

10,500 Subjects every day!] 

[You will summon 307 Professionals every day!] 

[Seven of the Professionals will have the same level as your territory!] 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 
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Zhou Zhou nodded. 

After the Gate of Summoning was upgraded to Diamond-Tier Intermediate Grade, the number of Basic 

Summoning Subjects had reached a total of 800! 
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After being buffed by Glory of the Pioneer VI, it directly increased by seven times, becoming 10,500 

people! 

Not to mention the 307 Professionals. 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at the upgrade requirements for the Gate of Summoning. 

[Construction Upgrade: 10 billion units of wood, 10 billion units of fine sand, 10 billion units of metal, 10 

billion units of stone, 100 Extraordinary Mist Core, Territory Level upgraded to Extraordinary-Tier 

Intermediate Grade!] 

"If only the conditions for upgrading the territory could be as simple as this." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the almost free resource requirement and thought to himself. 

At this moment… 

The auras of a large number of life forms and experts suddenly appeared out of thin air in the direction 

of the Spatial Teleportation Array in the distance. 

There was no lack of auras that Zhou Zhou was familiar with. 

It was Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and the others. They had returned with the soldiers of the various armies. 

Zhou Zhou smiled and walked over. 

… 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" 

Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and the others who had just returned from the Teleportation immediately greeted 

Zhou Zhou respectfully. 

"Did anything happen?" 

Zhou Zhou nodded and asked. 

"No." 

Bai Yun and the others nodded. 

"What accidents can happen with us around?" 

Haros said proudly. 

Ze Wu laughed as well. 

"Originally, when we were attacking a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Array, we 

encountered a scarlet God Spirit that wanted to stop us." 

"However, that guy is only at the Low-Tier Deity level Elementary Grade." 

"Haros originally wanted to test the power of the divine artifact on him." 



"In the end, just as 'He' flew over, the scarlet God Spirit saw Haros, who was covered in divine artifacts. 

Without thinking, it turned around and ran." 

Ze Wu couldn't help but laugh. 

"Today, I've always wanted to test the power of this divine artifact with all my might. In the end, I didn't 

even encounter a decent opponent. It wasn't easy for me to encounter one, but it was actually scared 

away by me. How boring." 

Haros said unhappily. 

Zhou Zhou couldn't help but laugh. 

He sighed in his heart. 

Fortunately, he had used a divine artifact to conquer these two God Spirits. 

Otherwise, if he were to encounter that Low-Tier Deity Level Scarlet God Spirit, even if he could activate 

Law Skills and use the strength of the divine artifact, he would be able to send the other party away. 

However, the process would definitely be much more dangerous. 

He was not a true God Spirit after all. 

However, he had the ability of a God Spirit. 

It was like a child holding a saber and an adult holding a saber. Even if the saber was the same, the 

lethality that the two could unleash was completely different. 

However, if he became a God Spirit… 

The chaotic Origin Energy in his body would also be further refined. 

When the time comes… 

With the enhanced Chaotic Origin Energy and top-notch divine artifacts, ordinary lesser gods or even 

Mid-Tier Deity-level experts would probably not be his match. 

He might even be able to fight Haros head-on! 

"Thank you for your trouble." 

Zhou Zhou said seriously to the two God Spirits. 

"We're just taking what we need." 

Haros waved his hand, not really caring. 

Ze Wu smiled and did not say anything. 

Then, Zhou Zhou and the soldiers made a trip to the Triumphal Arch. While the soldiers' strength 

increased again, Zhou Zhou was lucky enough to trigger a 50% probability. He obtained a huge amount 

of promotion energy from the Triumphal Arch and successfully advanced to Epic-Tier Intermediate 

Grade. 



Half an hour later, in a study room in the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the list of battles in his hand. 

Today, they had eliminated a total of 41 million fog monsters and recaptured 32 Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Arrays, three Epic-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Arrays, 

and one Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Array! 

With the enhancement of the King of Loots and the title of the strongest Lord, 

excluding the spoils of war that he had already calculated previously, he had obtained a total of: 

1,150 Legendary-Tier Mist Cores, 102,400 Epic-Tier Mist Cores, 3,524,400 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores, 

20,000,000 Diamond-Tier Mist Cores, 71,506,450 White Platinum-Tier Mist Cores, more than 

135,000,000 Yellow Gold-Tier Mist Cores, more than 258,000,000 White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, and 

more than 455,000,000 Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores! 

There were 620,009,540 Skill Books and 815,602,100 pieces of equipment! 

16 trillion units of basic materials! 

Basic Elemental Gem resources: 3.1 million units! 

Advanced Elemental Gem resources: 940,000 units! 

120,000 Origin crystals! 

30,660 Green Bronze-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments! 

One White Silver-Tier Scarlet Lord Talent Sphere! 

16 Holy Spirit-Tier Faith Divine Crystals! 

This was the general situation of the Loots. 

In addition, in terms of the increase in the combat strength of the soldiers, 

The day passed and the total number of soldiers under Zhou Zhou had also increased greatly. 

Apart from the 2,518,276 fog monsters that he had Incite Defection with, with the enhancement of the 

Extraordinary-Tier Incite Defection, the 20% of the Incite Defection troops handed over to him by the 

Lord members of the Star Alliance also had 1,136,218 Fog Monster troops! 

It added up to a total of 3,654,494 monsters! 

And now, excluding the Star Alliance's troops, the total number of troops under Zhou Zhou's command 

had already reached 23,659,430,000! 

Among them, were 2,733,525 Black Iron-Tier soldiers, 2,158,600 Green Bronze-Tier soldiers, 7,022,580 

White Silver-Tier soldiers, 5,419,630 Yellow Gold-Tier soldiers, 4,415,560 White Platinum-Tier soldiers, 

1,861,230 Diamond-Tier soldiers, 51,200 of Extraordinary-Tier and 105 of Epic-Tier! 

In addition, Blood Fire Sword Spirit—Bai Yun, Dragon-Horse Spear General—Wu Xin, Ten-Directional 

Martial Emperor—Feng Luo had broken through to Epic-Tier Advance Grade! 



Original Spirit Race—Ansel had broken through to Diamond-Tier Advance Grade! 

The Dragon King of War and Strength—Haris (former Lord of the Extreme Dragon Race) had broken 

through to the Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

Soul Arrow—Wu Tu had broken through to Extraordinary-Tier Intermediate Grade! 

The other new heroes who had just joined the Blazing Sun Kingdom also had a huge increase in 

strength! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the list and nodded slightly. 

The total number of troops under his command, in addition to the 13.8 million troops that the Star 

Alliance had, had shockingly reached 37.5 million! 

This had already far exceeded the total military strength of the Ice Demon Kingdom at its peak. 

"I have so many soldiers, and yet this is still just a Beginner Kingdom?" 

"Even if this is not unprecedented in the history of the Lords' war in the High Continent, it should be 

quite rare, right?" 

Zhou Zhou thought with a strange expression. 

If it was in a novel, this was definitely a standard character who pretended to be a pig to eat a tiger. 

Unfortunately, this was the High Continent. 

Pretending to be a pig to eat a tiger was not suitable for the survival laws of this world. 

Zhou Zhou didn't think too much about it. He opened the Faction Quests and looked over. 

[Legendary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Array (1/12), 26 Epic-Tier Advance Grade Spatial 

Teleportation Arrays (5/26), 114 Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade Spatial Teleportation Arrays 

(78/114)] 

"Even though there are still many Spatial Teleportation Arrays that haven't been taken back." 

"But give me five or six more days." Zhou Zhou thought to himself. 

This efficiency was not considered slow. 

But Zhou Zhou still wanted to be faster. 

He thought for a while and opened the rankings. 

First was the [Knight Empire faction points ranking]. 

Zhou Zhou firmly occupied the first place with 11.3 million faction points. 

Yesterday, the second place was still the Green Phoenix Lord, but today, it was Ling'er. 

However, even if Ling'er obtained the top Faction Quests, she only had 560,000 points. There was a 

huge gap between her and Zhou Zhou. 



Zhou Zhou naturally did not care about such a small matter. 

He opened the [Elven Empire faction points ranking]. The first place was still the Underground King 

City—Dark Emperor Lord. As for him, because he had yet to complete the Faction Quests, there was 

naturally no place for him. 

In the end, Zhou Zhou opened the [Lord faction points ranking]. 
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[Myriad Races Lord faction points ranking] 

[First place: Original Spirit Race—True Lord—26,195,000 faction points!] 

[Second place: Shepherds God Race - Heaven Chasing Lord - 14,456,000 faction points!] 

[Third place: Chaos Divine City - Great One Lord - 22,802,000 faction points!] 

[Fourth place: Myriad Spirit Race—Spiritual Venerable Lord—21,001,000 faction points!] 

… 

[17th place: Human Race —Lord of The Blazing Sun— 11.3 million faction points! 

After reading it, Zhou Zhou's expression turned serious. 

Due to the progress of the mission he completed today, the faction points he obtained were not small. 

But even so… 

His ranking had only increased by two places compared to yesterday? 

While this could be considered an improvement, such an improvement was too little compared to Zhou 

Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou sighed faintly. 

As expected, it was impossible to widen the gap between them and the other top Lords by relying on 

top-notch Faction Quests. 

He had to find a way to quickly obtain a large number of faction points from the Illusory Life Race. 

He stopped thinking and closed the ranking panel. 

At the same time, what he didn't know was even though he had only advanced by two places on the 

[Lord faction points ranking] and did not seem to have improved much, a large portion of the Lords of 

Cerulean Planet were extremely excited about this improvement. 

They weren't afraid that King of the Blazing Sun would improve little, but they were afraid that he 

wouldn't improve. 

As long as King of the Blazing Sun could maintain the pace of improvement, no matter how little he 

improved, they still had hope that King of the Blazing Sun would get first place in the event again. 
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Just like the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield previously. 

Of course, there were also many Lords of Cerulean Planet who criticized the King of the Blazing Sun. 

They felt that King of the Blazing Sun's performance was no longer worthy of the title of Strongest Lord 

of All Races. 

There was a huge difference in faction points between him and the number one Lord after all. 

Thus, the two of them bickered on the world channel for a long time. 

Regarding that point, Zhou Zhou naturally did not notice. 

Even if he knew, there was a high chance that he would not care too much. 

It was meaningless to argue with words when it concerned the future. 

Everything would depend on the future. 

… 

Zhou Zhou took out one of the most important Loots he had obtained from today's battle—a White 

Silver-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystals. 

This was obtained during the elimination of the scarlet monsters. It had already been purified. 

He looked over. 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere—Spirit Body III] 

[Treasure Grade: White Silver-Tier] 

Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the White Silver—Tier Lord Talent—Spirit Body III! 

[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. After absorbing it, you can 

obtain a White Silver-Tier Lord Talent.] 

"Spirit Body III?" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

He did not think too much about it and used it directly. 

The Diamond-Tier Lord Talent Sphere immediately turned into countless silver light spots and surged 

into his glabella. 

Zhou Zhou closed his eyes and re-opened his eyes again after some time. 

He felt his body and realized that his physique seemed to have been slightly optimized. 

Of course, it was just a small probability. 

His current physique was too powerful after all. 

A little enhancement did not affect him much. 



But even so, this little enhancement was enough to turn the other party from an ordinary person to a 

genius. 

"In terms of my physical optimization, I seem to be absorbing the free promotion energy between 

heaven and earth." 

Zhou Zhou muttered to himself after sensing it carefully. 

Then, he opened the details of the talent. 

[Lord Talent: Spirit Body III (White Silver-Tier)] 

[Spirit Body III: Cultivation Constitution-Type Lord Talent! You and your Subjects possess Cultivation 

Constitution like the Spirit Body III. When cultivating martial arts, Elemental Meditation, Qi Refinement 

Meditation, and other cultivation actions, the efficiency of absorbing promotion energy will increase by 

1,000%. 

Even if you and your Subjects don't cultivate, the promotion energy in the world will automatically fuse 

into your body and slowly increase your strength realm.] 

… 

"Is this the effect of Spirit Body III?" 

"Feels good." 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

If this was used on living beings who specialized in cultivation to increase their strength, this was 

definitely the Lord Talent they dreamed of the most. 

Even if Zhou Zhou had the Epic-Tier Lord Talent—Blessing of the War God—which could allow his 

soldiers to quickly increase their strength through killing, this talent was still quite useful to him. 

He didn't just have soldiers under him after all. 

There were also more and more Normal Subjects, Martial Artists, rangers, adventurers, and other Life 

Professionals. 

A large number of non-combatants were attracted to his city especially because of his beauty talent. 

These people lived in the territory every day, and most of them rarely came into contact with fighting 

and killing. 

Therefore, their strength and speed of improvement were far inferior to his soldiers. 

Now that he had this Lord Talent—Spirit Body III, the non-combat Subjects in his territory could also 

have a way to quickly increase their strength and realm. 

"Good talent." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

His 26th Lord Talent was really not bad. 



Speaking of which, 

Zhou Zhou had a deep understanding of the Lord Talents. 

Especially since he spent his free time diving in the World Channel every day, he knew a lot of all kinds 

of fancy Lord Talents. 

Among these Lord Talents, there was no lack of Lord Talents with repetitive or even conflicting effects. 

But now… 

None of the Lord Talents he obtained were repetitive or conflicting. He could not help but sigh at his 

good luck. 

Then, he opened the Lord interface and found the Five Elements Amplification Array that had evolved 

from the Essence Spirit Array after leveling up. 

[Array Name: Five Elements Amplification Array] 

[Array Level: Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Array Effect One: The Five Elements Amplification Array One can gather the promotion energy in the 

world and greatly increase the density of the promotion energy in the territory. Living in the range of the 

Five Elements Amplification Array for a long time can improve the body and soul aptitude of the 

territory's Subjects cultivators.] 

[Array Effect Two: The Five Elements Amplification Array can gather the promotion energy in the world 

and greatly increase the density of the promotion energy in the territory. Living in the range of the Five 

Elements Amplification Array for a long time can improve the body and soul aptitude of the territory's 

Subjects cultivators.] 

[Formation Upgrade Requirement: Upgrade as the territory upgrades.] 

[Formation Description: A territory formation created by the Supreme Will. It has an extremely high 

bonus in gathering promotion energy. It can even create promotion energy out of thin air, allowing the 

territory not to be afraid of energy lockdowns and other situations.] 

[Formation Hint: The Five Elements Amplification Array uses the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise as the 

core of the array. The closer you are to the core of the array, the denser the promotion energy in the 

air.] 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction after reading the array information. 

This array formation was not bad. 

Especially since it could complement the Lord Talent—Spirit Body III he had just obtained, allowing him 

and his Subjects' cultivation efficiency to increase further. 

Zhou Zhou was also a Martial Artist and Qi Practitioner. 

He naturally liked this array enhancement very much. 

He closed the array details interface. 



Zhou Zhou thought for a moment. What else had he not done? 

After thinking for a while, he really thought of something. 

He stood up without hesitation and walked out of the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise towards the Knight 

Temple. 

… 

Knight Temple. 

After Zhou Zhou arrived, the knight guard smiled and greeted him before letting him in. 

The current Zhou Zhou. 

Under the publicity of the Knight Temple and the higher-ups of the human race, he could be said to be 

one of the most important people in the human race at the moment! 

These knight guards had long received the news and had to do everything they could to give this King of 

the Blazing Sun all kinds of conveniences, including the right of free passage. 

After Zhou Zhou entered the Knight Temple, he went straight to Temple Lord Bai He's office and found 

him. 

"You're finally here." 

"I was wondering when you would come over." 

"Sit down and talk." 

Bai He looked at him with a warm smile on his usually cold and solemn face. 

Zhou Zhou was stunned. 

"The Temple Lord knows that I'm coming?" 

He asked curiously after sitting down. 

"The Tribulation of All Races involves the High Continent and most worlds in the Endless Heavens." 

"We naturally know and are experiencing the calamity here." 

At this point, even Bai He could not help but rub his eyebrows worriedly. 

Over the past two days. 

Almost all the forces of the human race were invaded by the Scarlet faction. 

All the matters, big and small, even if there was someone capable to share the burden for him, still 

made him very overwrought. 

In fact, almost all the higher-ups of the human race had been very busy these few days. 



A large number of human factions were destroyed in this tribulation of All Races every day. The higher-

ups of the human race, who were originally delighted that Zhou Zhou had become the Strongest Lord of 

All Races, no longer had smiles on their faces. 

There was no time to even ask about Zhou Zhou. 

"We, the higher-ups of the human race, have discussed and decided." 

"We will fully support and help you in all matters in this King of Ten Thousand Kings event to increase 

your ranking." 

"I don't want to be first, but the reward of getting into the top 10 is fine too." 

Bai He said. 

No matter how much he trusted Zhou Zhou. 

At this moment, he did not dare to say that the other party could win first place in the event again. 

After all, the longer the Original Spirit Race and the other top Lords of the myriad races developed, the 

more terrifying the power of the race civilization they would erupt with. 

Regarding that point, the shallow foundation of their human race was incomparable. 

All they could do was to help this rising star of the human race as much as possible within their ability. 

They were willing to bear it even if it meant sacrificing some people and benefits. 
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"However, you know that we can't help you for no reason because of the Supreme Agreement. 

Therefore, if you want our help, you have to pay something of equal value." 

At this point, Bai He's expression was both helpless and glad. 

Zhou Zhou understood. 

If the Races behind the Lords of All Races could help the Lords of All Races without any scruples, this 

King of Ten Thousand Kings Event would probably become a different kind of Expert-Fighting Event. 

The Supreme Will would not allow such a thing to happen. 

From a certain perspective, this allowed ordinary Lords like Zhou Zhou to obtain a huge advantage, 

making Lords of top Races like the Original Spirit Race feel very aggrieved. 

"I really have something I want the Temple Lord's help with this time." Zhou Zhou said. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and said, "Recently, my territory will welcome a large number of refugees every 

day." 

"Many of these refugees came from a long journey. I don't know how many dangers and difficulties they 

will encounter on the way. They will even be abducted by the people of foreign races and become 
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slaves. After my subordinate reported to me, I learned that many refugees died on the way to the 

Blazing Sun Kingdom because of these reasons." 

"As their future Lord, I should be responsible for their safety." 

"Therefore, I want to ask the higher-ups of our human race to give an order. If our human faction 

encounters refugees who want to head to my Blazing Sun Kingdom, can we send some soldiers to escort 

them and ensure their safety?" 

"There's no need to send it too far. Just send them to the next human faction." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

This was the best way he could think of to let the refugees reach the Blazing Sun Kingdom as safely as 

possible. 

As for other better methods, Zhou Zhou had yet to think of them. 

Bai He nodded and smiled. "I heard about this too. I heard that more than 80% of these refugees are 

women. They seem to have gone to become beautiful." 

"Speaking of which, there's actually such a benefit to joining your kingdom. There are really all kinds of 

strange things in the myriad worlds." 

He sighed. 

He was knowledgeable. When he was young, he had even traveled to other worlds in high spirits. 

Even so, he had only heard of this ridiculous effect of becoming beautiful by joining the territory and 

becoming a subject. 

He did not expect to see it for real today. 

"Just some small blessings." 

Zhou Zhou smiled and did not explain further. 

Bai He did not ask further. 

"Okay, I promise you." 

Bai He thought for a moment and agreed. 

All the higher-ups of the human race saw Zhou Zhou's potential and performance very clearly. 

Almost all the higher-ups of the human race felt that Zhou Zhou was the future hope of the human 

race's rise. 

There were even a very small number of higher-ups of the human race who felt that Zhou Zhou had a 

chance of becoming the Lord of All Races that all races could only dream of! 

Even though the voice at the end was not approved by most of the higher-ups of the human race, it 

could be seen how much they approved of Zhou Zhou. 



Some human refugees just wanted to join Zhou Zhou's Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

It was not like he was going to change his Race and join the enemy. 

They naturally did not care about such a small matter. 

Therefore, Bai He made a decision and agreed. 

"What are you going to pay with?" 

Bai He asked. 

Zhou Zhou took out a divine artifact from the King's Treasure Box without hesitation. 

It was a longsword that emitted a faint seven-colored light. 

It was completely grayish-white and looked ancient and simple. The body of the sword was bumpy, but 

the blade was extremely sharp. A vast aura of the starry sky emitted from it. 

"A divine artifact?" 

Bai He was shocked when he saw this divine artifact. 

"Yes, the Low-Tier Deity level Elementary Grade divine artifact—Star Spirit Technique Sword." 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

"Where did you get it?" 

Bai He immediately asked. 

"Through some small opportunities." 

Zhou Zhou said. Then, he asked curiously, "You're a True God-Tier. It's just a Low-Tier Deity-level 

Elementary Grade divine artifact. Is there a need to be so surprised?" 

"That's all?!" 

Bai He widened his eyes and looked at Zhou Zhou. For the first time, he lost his composure. "Do you 

know how many God Spirits of our human race don't even have a divine artifact? When we start a divine 

battle with the God Spirits of the enemy races, we can only rely on the divine Skills we comprehend?" 

Divine Skills was the common name of Law Skills. 

Most God Spirits liked to use the term Divine Skills to talk about Law Skills. For ordinary life forms who 

were not God Spirits, they liked to use official concepts like Law Skills. 

Zhou Zhou stopped talking. 

Could he say that he could casually loot a few of them by killing a Legendary-Tier Elementary Grade 

expert? 

There were more than 20 Low-Tier Divine Artifacts and the Book of The God Spirit that Legendary-Tier 

experts dropped in his King's Treasure Box. 



However, he naturally would not say it. 

Wealth of this level was too shocking after all. 

It was obvious from Bai He's reaction. 

Therefore, when Zhou Zhou heard this, he immediately looked confused, as if he did not know anything. 

Bai He felt a little helpless when he saw this. Then, he explained, making Zhou Zhou nod repeatedly. 

"I plan to ask the human factions for help for a year for this Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade 

divine artifact." 

"What do you think?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

"Why not three years?" 

Bai He thought for a moment and said. 

"Sure." 

Zhou Zhou nodded in agreement. 

A Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine artifact, in exchange for the entire human race 

protecting his Subjects for three years. 

He could not be more profitable. 

"How's the situation of our human race now?" 

The matter was settled. 

Zhou Zhou did not leave immediately. Instead, he chatted with Bai He for a while before asking. 

"Not so good." 

"Originally, our human race's strength was barely below average among the myriad races. We were also 

close to a few powerful Race civilizations and were often invaded by them." 

"Now, there's this Tribulation of All Races…" 

"After this event, I'm afraid our human race will suffer a huge loss in strength. We might even fall to a 

low-level Race civilization." 

Bai He looked worried. 

Facing Zhou Zhou, the future Star of the Human Race, he had already completely regarded him as one of 

the future hopes of the human race, or even the most important hope. 

Therefore, it was not taboo to talk about such things. 

Instead, he wanted to let Zhou Zhou understand more through these things. 



Zhou Zhou did not say anything. 

He did not expect the situation of the human race to be so serious. 

"Was the situation of our human race as serious as this in the past? How did we survive back then?" 

Zhou Zhou could not help but ask. 

"There are times when it's easy." 

"There are serious times." 

"We've even experienced the crisis of extermination many times, but we survived it." 

Bai He's voice was low, and his gaze floated into the distance. 

"As for how they survived…" 

"Probably because a lot of people died." 

"Because some people died." 

"Some survived." 

"Including me." 

Bai He said it simply. 

However, Zhou Zhou could hear a heavy feeling. 

"If you have other difficulties in the future, you can ask us." 

"You're not alone." 

"Even though our human race is weak among the myriad races, we also have the courage to fight for the 

future with our lives." 

"This is something those high-level Bloodline Races with few clansmen might not be able to do." Bai He 

said. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He sat quietly in his seat for a while. Then, he waved his right hand on the table and saw another nine 

Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine artifacts appear on the table. 

"Three years is too short." 

"Protect my subjects for 30 years." 

Zhou Zhou thought for a long time before saying. 

As a human, he was willing to do his best to help. 

However, he did not dare to promise more than he was confident of. 

At this moment, on the other side. 



It was Bai He, who looked at the 10 divine artifacts with a stunned expression. 

He looked at Zhou Zhou for a long time. 

Then, he suddenly laughed. 

He recalled that when he was discussing how to treat Zhou Zhou with the other higher-ups of the 

human race, some of them said that Zhou Zhou would need too long to nurture. If they invested too 

much now, they would probably have to wait a long time before he could repay the human race. 

It was him and the other higher-ups of the human race who protected the importance the human race 

placed on Zhou Zhou. 

Bai He felt greatly comforted looking at these 10 divine artifacts. 

Wait for a long time to repay the human race? They had underestimated Zhou Zhou too much! 

Weren't the rewards starting so soon? 

These 10 divine artifacts were enough to increase the combat strength of the Normal God Spirits of the 

entire human race by a small level. 

This kid is really the hope of the human race… 

Bai He looked at Zhou Zhou and thought to himself. 
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Bai He did not probe further on how Zhou Zhou obtained so many Low-Tier Deity-level divine artifacts. 

Zhou Zhou got the cue and did not explain either. 

The two of them chatted for a while before Zhou Zhou bade farewell and left. 

Bai He immediately contacted the other higher-ups of the human race and held a divine sense meeting 

after Zhou Zhou left. 

When he placed these 10 divine artifacts in front of the other higher-ups of the human race and told 

them that they were all provided by Zhou Zhou, all the higher-ups of the human race were stunned. 

"How… How is this possible? He's a Lord of all races who just arrived in the High Continent. How did he 

get so many divine artifacts?" 

"Could it be that this kid's luck is already so strong that he can trip over a divine artifact just by going 

out?" 

"Bai He, don't tell me you took out your private collection to specially increase that kid's qualifications, 

foundation, and contribution to the human race?" 

A higher-up of the human race questioned. 

As the Temple Lord of the Knight Temple, Bai He guarded the Abyss all year round, confronting the 

Abyss God Spirits and even starting a divine battle. 
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With his tyrannical strength, he indeed had more than one or two divine artifacts from the Abyss. 

"Are you senile?" 

"Why would I do that? Even if I wanted to increase the contribution of the human race to that kid, there 

are so many ways to achieve the same effect. Why did I choose this method?" 

"Moreover, I don't have so many divine artifacts to increase the contributions of the human race to 

him." 

"Moreover, I don't have so many divine artifacts to increase the contributions of the human race to 

him." 

The contribution of the human race concerned the status and position of the higher-ups of the human 

race in the future. 

Therefore, if some rising stars of the human race wanted to join the higher-ups of the human race, they 

would often do Race Quests for the human race in advance and accumulate contributions to prepare to 

ascend to the higher-ups of the human race in the future. 

However, Bai He felt that with Zhou Zhou's current ability, it would definitely be easy for him to do this 

in the future. 

Therefore, he had no intention of interfering in advance. 

In the future, he could plan this matter well. 

After all, all the higher-ups of the human race knew. 

It was definitely not a loss to invest in Zhou Zhou. 

Then, Bai He told the higher-ups of the human race about Zhou Zhou's request. 

As expected, other than a very small number of higher-ups who did not express their attitude, the other 

higher-ups almost immediately agreed. 

"10 Low-Tier Deity-level divine artifacts in exchange for 30 years of protection for refugees… Haha, it's 

making a killing." 

"Tsk, how rare are divine artifacts? We all took huge risks to obtain divine artifacts from the forbidden 

area of the mystic realm. In the end, we might not even be able to obtain them. I didn't expect us to 

obtain 10 divine artifacts so easily now… It's a little dreamy." 

"Tsk, how rare are divine artifacts? We all took huge risks to obtain divine artifacts from the forbidden 

area of the mystic realm. In the end, we might not even be able to obtain them. I didn't expect us to 

obtain 10 divine artifacts so easily now… It's a little dreamy." 

"That's right." 

"This kid has only been in the High Continent for a short period of time, but he has already created such 

a huge surprise for us. I wonder what kind of achievements he will make in the future? I really want to 

see that time…" 



"I have a suggestion. Since the King of the Blazing Sun needs human refugees so much, why don't we 

take the initiative to send some human refugees with High Class levels over? How about that?" 

At this moment… 

A higher-up of the human race with a black crown on his head and a silver moon mark on his forehead 

suddenly smiled. 

Unexpectedly, as soon as he said this, he was immediately strongly opposed by all the humans. 

"Black Moon King! Be careful with your words!" 

"Black Moon King, how dare you say such a thing? Aren't you afraid of being suppressed by the Supreme 

Resistance?" 

"You can have a death wish yourself, but don't implicate our entire human race!" 

… 

The higher-ups of the human race shouted angrily to stop him. 

Some of the higher-ups of the human race even broke out in cold sweat. 

Bai He frowned and did not say anything. 

After hearing the Black Moon King's suggestion, to be honest, he was also a little tempted. 

However, when he thought of the restrictions of the Supreme Agreement and the corresponding 

punishments, he dismissed this idea that tempted him. 

If he was alone, then he could do such a thing. 

However, he had too much on his shoulders. 

He couldn't drag them into hell with him just because of one thought. 

"I'm just saying." 

"Look how nervous you all are." 

Black Moon King chuckled. 

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief. 

Subsequently, they did not dare to say anything, afraid that the other party would say something 

shocking again, so they hurriedly ended the high-level meeting. 

Even though this high-level meeting ended very quickly, the higher-ups of the human race undoubtedly 

placed more importance on Zhou Zhou. 

In addition, before the memories ended, everyone unanimously decided to give the Star Spirit 

Technique Sword, one of the 10 Low-Tier Deity Level Elementary Grade Divine Artifacts, to Bai He's 

disciple, the Silver Meteorite Knight, Rob Allen. 



Firstly, it was because the other party's physique was naturally affinity with the laws of the stars. This 

Star Spirit Technique Sword could be said to be very compatible with the other party. 

Secondly, Bai He had the best relationship with Zhou Zhou, and Bai He had contributed the most to the 

excavation of Zhou Zhou. 

However, they no longer had anything to reward Bai He, who was at the top of the human race. 

This way, rewarding Rob Allen, the disciple he valued the most, was the best choice. 

Thirdly, Rob Allen was already a Legendary-Tier Advance Grade powerhouse and was about to advance 

to Low-Tier Deity level Elementary Grade. It was just that he was lacking in the nomological aspect. 

The Star Spirit Technique Sword contained the Star Law Skill. Perhaps it could allow Rob Allen to cross 

this last step and officially advance to become a God Spirit, adding another God Spirit expert to the 

human race! 

With the other party's talent, the earlier he became a God Spirit, the higher his future potential would 

be. 

There was even a certain chance of becoming a True God-Tier like Bai He. 

Then the human race would have profited greatly. 

Bai He naturally didn't refuse facing the decision of the upper echelons of the human race. 

After the meeting ended, Bai He came back to his senses. 

"Did I take advantage of that kid?" 

Bai He burst into laughter. 

Then, he sent someone to call Rob Allen over and handed the Star Spirit Technique Sword to him. 

Rob Allen was in disbelief after hearing the whole story. 

… 

At the same time, about 200,000 kilometers away from the Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

The Kingdom of Black Moon. 

Black Moon Hall. 

The Black Moon King retracted his projection and looked into the distance. 

He looked outside the city wall of the capital city in the distance. 

One could faintly hear the clamor of battle coming from outside the city wall. 

He was in a daze. 

This kingdom was personally established by "Him". 

During this period, countless Subjects who loved "Him" and respected "Him" gathered. 



However, he had to see it collapse with his own eyes. He had to see tens of millions of human Subjects 

die because of "Him". 

"Your Majesty!" 

At this moment… 

A human general in black armor with a Black Moon symbol on his chest quickly walked into the hall. 

His face was pale and his body was covered in blood. Moreover, there were many wounds of different 

sizes. He looked like he was in a bad state. 

"The third city wall has been broken!" 

"The Black Moon Army has retreated to the second city wall!" 

The human general said. 

The Black Moon King nodded. 

"Yue Luo, how long can you guys last?" 

"He" asked softly. 

"If no more reinforcements arrive, we can at most last until noon tomorrow." 

General Yue Luo said respectfully. 

After that, neither of them spoke. 

Because they knew that even the five strongest human empires were in danger. 

How could there be reinforcements coming to save an ordinary Advance Kingdom? 
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A moment later, General Yue Luo hesitated for a moment before saying with a determined expression, 

"Your Majesty, leave this place first." 

"You are a deity of our human race. You are the most precious combat power of our human race. You 

cannot die here." 

Black Moon King shook his head. 

"Leave? This King is the ruler of a country. Anyone can leave, but This King can't." 

"This King will be here as long as Black Moon Kingdom still exists." 

"If the Black Moon Kingdom perishes, so will I." 

"Your Majesty, you can't be emotional. You're the Deity of our human race. How can your life compare 

to ours?!" 

"If you live, millions of humans will live because of you in the future!" 
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"If you die, who will they look to for protection?" 

General Yue Luo said anxiously. 

"You don't understand." 

The Black Moon King said softly, "The human race is in danger now. It's no longer something a Low-Tier 

Deity Level Intermediate Grade God Spirit like me can help." 

"If This King is alive, I will definitely make the Human Race stronger, but this bit of strength can't solve 

the current problem of our Human Race." 

"If we don't solve this big problem…" 

"No matter how many human God Spirits live, they will only live and wait for death." 

With that, "He" looked at General Yue Luo. 

"Yue Luo." 

"I trust you the most even though you haven't been with me for the longest time." 

"I have one last quest for you." 

"He" said. 

General Yue Luo's eyes widened as his body trembled slightly. Then, he knelt on one knee and said with 

a trembling voice, "Yue Luo, listen up!" 

"There's a large Spatial Teleportation Array behind the palace. It can teleport at least 10 million Subjects 

at once." 

"Take the remaining Subjects in the capital to the Blazing Sun Kingdom." 

"All of you will become Subjects of the Blazing Sun Kingdom. The King of the Blazing Sun Kingdom will 

not mistreat you." 

"As for the remaining wealth in the capital, send it back to the human capital and let the 'Emperor' 

control it." 

The Black Moon King said. 

"The King of the Blazing Sun Kingdom?" 

General Yue Luo muttered. 

He had heard the name before. 

"What about Your Majesty?" 

"I have a battle tomorrow. I want to stay." 

"Who are you fighting?" 

"The Supreme Will." 



"The Supreme Will?! How can you defeat it?" 

The Black Moon King did not say anything. 

After a long time, 

"Maybe I can't beat him." 

"But I can still swing my saber at 'Him'." 

The Black Moon King smiled. 

… 

Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

In the Advance Grade Lord's Paradise. 

In a conference room. 

Zhou Zhou called all the heroes and experts in the territory over. Then, he took out all twenty-odd books 

of the Book of The God Spirit from the King's Treasure Box and handed them to the heroes with lower 

potential. 

Then, he took out two High-Tier Deity-level "Book of The God Spirit" that he had obtained from a Mid-

Tier Deity-level from the Ice Demon Kingdom and handed them to Bai Yun and Wu Xin. 

As for the heroes and experts who did not obtain the Book of The God Spirit, Zhou Zhou comforted 

them and said there would be more in the next few days. In less than a month, he guaranteed that each 

of them would have a Book of The God Spirit. 

At the same time, he also promised that as long as the experts under him broke through to the God 

Spirit level, he would reward the other party with a Low-Tier Deity-level Elementary Grade divine 

artifact! 

The heroes and powerhouses were instantly excited. 

With the two God Spirits of the people of foreign races, Haros and Ze Wu, by his side, their knowledge 

also increased a lot. 

He naturally knew how precious divine artifacts were. 

The two God Spirits from the people of foreign races had been attracted over by the divine artifact and 

had become external aid for the Blazing Sun Kingdom after all. 

And now, how could they not be excited when they found out that they actually had a chance to obtain 

a rare divine artifact? 

Zhou Zhou did not care about everyone's reaction. 

He handed the "Secret Manual of the Hero Inheritance" that he had obtained today to Bai Yun and 

asked her to reward the soldiers who had made contributions. Then, he ended the meeting cleanly. 



After the meeting, Zhou Zhou sat alone in the main seat and closed his eyes to rest for a while. Then, he 

opened his eyes. 

"Wen Ya." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

[Your Majesty, Wen Ya is here.] 

Wen Ya's gentle voice immediately sounded in the conference room. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and had an idea. 

A large amount of energy gathered in the air and condensed into small words. 

He looked at it carefully. 

These words recorded the various bloodline inheritances contained in his mind. 

"Levels of the Vampires" 

"Secrets of the Abyss Resistance" 

"The Cultivation Method of the Seven-Colored Spirit Flower" 

"Dragon Bloodline Upgrade Secret Technique" 

"The History of Chaos" 

"Encyclopedia of Languages" 

"Origin World Cultivation Rules" 

"Methods of Lightning Law Comprehension" 

"Details of the Lord's Events Over the Years of the Supreme Will" 

"The Wisdom Core" 

… 

All kinds of extremely rare bloodline inheritances were quickly engraved in the air as if they were free. 

Half an hour later. 

Only then did Zhou Zhou stop. 

He rubbed his brows tiredly. 

Even though recording these bloodline inheritances was beneficial for him to master them, it was also a 

matter that consumed a lot of mental strength. 

Right now, his Spirit was extremely exhausted and he only wanted to have a good sleep. 

However, what made him helpless was… 



He spent more than half an hour to exhaust his Spirit. Compared to all the bloodline inheritances in his 

mind, it was like a grain of sand in the desert. 

Too insignificant! 

Or rather… 

He had too many precious bloodline inheritances! 

So much so that even if he spent hundreds of years, he might not be able to write down all these 

bloodline inheritances and pass them down. 

"In the future, I'll start from ordinary bloodline inheritances." 

"It's easier this way." 

"Too detailed and profound a bloodline inheritance is useless to me and my territory for now." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

"Wen Ya." 

"Record all these inheritances and compile them into books for the leaders of the territory to learn." 

"My territory is growing at a breakneck pace." 

"It's time to improve their quality and personal foundation." 

"If anyone is unwilling, they will be punished. If they are still unwilling, they will be dismissed and their 

rights and treatment will be revoked." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

[Yes, Your Majesty.] 

Wen Ya said. 

Then, a blue light swept across the contents. 

[Your Majesty, it has all been recorded and compiled into a book.] 

[Tomorrow, Wen Ya will carry out Your Majesty's orders.] 

Wen Ya trailed off. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and dispersed the words formed by energy. 

He would engrave the bloodline inheritance every day in the future. 

This was a protracted battle. 

Zhou Zhou also planned to persevere. 

"The battle for the Lord of All Races is extremely dangerous." 

"Perhaps one day, I will also die in this battle for the Lord of All Races." 



"These bloodline inheritances are to increase the foundation of my territory." 

"After I die, I can also increase the foundation of our human race." 

"It's better than dying with a valuable bloodline inheritance." 

Zhou Zhou muttered to himself. 

Today's conversation with White River had a huge impact on him. 

Especially when he said, "Because some people die, some people survive." 

Zhou Zhou could not guarantee that he would never die. 

It was good to make some preparations just in case. 

What if later generations could find a way to revive him from these bloodline inheritances? 

His bloodline inheritance did indeed record this method after all. 

When the time comes… 

He might be glad that he had made the decision today. 

Moreover, he might be able to sell these inheritances to the humans in the future in exchange for some 

benefits. 

In short, there was no harm. 
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Then, he returned to his room and fell asleep without another word. 

A moment later. 

The door was opened. 

Li Ya walked in. 

She looked at Zhou Zhou, who was sound asleep on the bed and did not notice her arrival at all. A look 

of heartache flashed across her face. 

Then, she walked to Zhou Zhou's side and helped him slip off his coat. Then, she sat by the bed and 

looked at him gently. 

The next morning. 

After Zhou Zhou woke up, he immediately felt very energetic. 

At this moment… 

He felt a little strange and turned around. Only then did he see Li Ya sleeping beside him. 

Li Ya opened her eyes in a daze and saw Zhou Zhou looking at her. 
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"Why are you looking at me?" 

Li Ya blushed. 

"You look good." 

Zhou Zhou grinned. 

He looked at the sleepy expression in the other party's eyes and lowered his head to kiss her. Then, he 

said, 

"Go back to sleep." 

"I'm going to get busy." 

"Then I won't continue to sleep either." 

Li Ya stood up while packing her clothes. She yawned and said, "Father is very busy in the Aurora 

Kingdom. I have to help Father." 

"How are things going with father-in-law?" 

Zhou Zhou asked as he put on his clothes. 

"Father is currently managing the Aurora Kingdom. Everything is developing in a good direction." 

"It's just that there have been a lot of new Subjects flooding into the Aurora Kingdom recently, so there 

are more things to deal with." 

"But Father was happy." 

"Father said that after the battle with the Tahan Kingdom, there were not many people left in the 

Aurora Kingdom." 

"However, with the addition of these new Subjects, the number of Subjects in the Aurora Kingdom is 

about to recover before the war." 

"If this goes on, 

it might not be long before the number of Subjects in the Aurora Kingdom exceeds the number of 

Subjects at the peak of the Aurora Kingdom." 

Li Ya said with a smile. 

Zhou Zhou smiled and nodded. 

Recently, because of the Lord Talent of Beauty and the support of various titles and other Lord Talents, 

There were indeed more and more new Subjects joining the Blazing Sun Kingdom. 

Tens of millions of refugees were just the beginning. 

Just as Li Ya had said. 

Everything was developing in a good direction! 



Then, the two of them washed up and ate together before going off to do their own things. 

… 

In front of the Gate of Summoning. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the huge door in front of him that was a hundred meters tall and more than 50 

meters wide. He silently summoned it in his heart. 

The Gate of Summoning suddenly lit up with a bright white light. Then, a large number of subjects 

walked out. 

After spending 100 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores to accelerate, the 10,500 new Subjects quickly walked 

out of the Gate of Summoning. 

"Greetings, my Lord!" x 10,500 

The 10,500 new Subjects said respectfully. 

"Welcome to Blazing Sun City." 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he asked all the Professionals to stand up and realized that he had summoned a total of 356 

Professionals. 

Among them were an Extraordinary-Tier Architect, an Extraordinary-Tier Blacksmith, an Extraordinary-

Tier Carpenter, an Extraordinary-Tier Water Element Archmage, an Extraordinary-Tier Necromancer, an 

Extraordinary-Tier Beast Tamer, and an Extraordinary-Tier Archaeologist! 

The rest were Life Professionals and Combat Professionals below Extraordinary-Tier. 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

After leveling up, the Gate of Summoning was very comfortable to summon. 

At this stage, it was definitely unimaginable for the Lords of other races to be able to get seven 

Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade experts for free every day, be it Lifestyle Professionals or Combat 

Professionals. 

He didn't think too much about it. 

Zhou Zhou looked at their attributes and then asked the officials waiting at the side to lead them to their 

respective residences and work. 

Then, he led his troops to clean up the Time Ruins and went to Monster Ranch. 

At this moment, there were as many as 100 monster ranches, and there were as many as 10 million 

monsters cultivated inside. 

Those who did not know the inside story would probably think that they had arrived at the Crimson 

Kingdom. 



Zhou Zhou first led his troops to clean up the 50 scarlet monsters. After extracting the Loots, he sorted 

out the Loots from the monster ranch. 

Under the effect of the titles of King of Loots and Strongest Lord: 

In terms of the Mist Cores, he had obtained a total of more than 70 million Green Bronze-Tier Mist 

Cores, more than 52 million White Silver-Tier Mist Cores, more than 26 million Yellow Gold-Tier Mist 

Cores, 17.5 million White Platinum-Tier Mist Cores, more than 8.7 million Diamond-Tier Mist Cores, 

more than 80,000 Extraordinary-Tier Mist Cores, and 7,150 Epic-Tier Mist Cores! 

There were also: 

More than 500,000 Normal soldier type Class Change Certificates! 

5.75 million "King Of Yellow Gold Recruitment books" 

5.75 million copies of the King Of Yellow Gold Class Change Certificate! 

351,560 Poison Crossbow Soldier Recruitment books! 

13.5 million Violent Storm Spirit recruitment books! 

13.5 million copies of the Violent Storm Spirit Class Change Certificate! 

564 Proof of Legion fragments! 

5.4 million True Faith-Tier Scarlet Crystals! 3.2 million Pious-Tier Scarlet Crystals! 1.3 million Fanatic-Tier 

Scarlet Crystals! 

400,000 Iron-Eating Bear eggs! 

1.4 million Fear Falcon Wings and Fear Falcon Type III Radar! 

More than 60 million units of raw gold! 

As for the other unimportant spoils of war, there was no need to elaborate. 

Zhou Zhou calculated the number of recruitment books he had received today and smiled. 

A total of 19.6 million 1,650 soldier type recruitment books! 

Excluding the soldiers under the Star Alliance Master, there were only 22,523,212 soldiers under his 

command. 

The gains from this wave of Monster Ranch could almost double the total number of his soldiers. 

Without another word, he put these soldier type recruitment books into the King's Treasure Box. Then, 

he went to the Gate of Summoning and threw them all in. Then, he spent 100 Extraordinary-Tier Mist 

Cores to summon them all in one go. 

19.6 million 1,650 new recruits appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

Since there were too many people, 

Bai Yun had no choice but to come over to maintain order. 



Zhou Zhou looked at the crowd of soldiers with a look of satisfaction. 

He now had 42,124,862 soldiers under his command! 

Including the soldiers of the Star Alliance, his total military strength had already reached more than 55.9 

million! 

It was almost equivalent to the total military strength of the two Ice Demon Kingdoms. 

Zhou Zhou had never encountered an Advance Kingdom before, so he did not know how many soldiers 

they had. 

However, he at least felt that he had enough strength to protect himself in many veteran Intermediate 

Kingdoms. 

"The Monster Ranch was indeed upgraded correctly." 

"If I have the chance in the future, I'll level up more." 

Zhou Zhou thought to himself. 

Now, among his many Lord Talents, 

in terms of the importance of prioritizing upgrades, 

The Epic-Tier Lord Talent—Blessing of the War God was ranked first! 

Extraordinary-Tier Lord Talent— Incite Defection was ranked second! 

The third was the White Platinum-Tier Lord Talent—Monster Ranch. 

Unfortunately, these three Lord Talents were lacking in talent Crystal Fragments. If he wanted to level 

up next, he had to continue accumulating them. 

At this moment… 

Chi Xuantian and Guo Qiao walked over. 

"Greetings, Your Majesty!" 

The two of them came in front of Zhou Zhou and said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. Sensing the other party's even stronger aura, a smile appeared on his face. 

"You've advanced?" 


